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THE MECHANICAL MODES OF A 2-PERIODIC TRIANGULATED
SURFACE
S. C. POWER
Abstract. A recent ”hidden symmetry” conjecture of B. Gin-ge Chen et al is resolved,
concerning the dimension of the mechanical modes of a generic 2-periodic triangulated
surface O in R3 whose structure graph corresponds to a triangular tiling of R2. We
introduce an indexing of the terms in an associated sparse determinant pO(z1, z2) by
means of oriented 3-colourings of the underlying sparse graph, and use this and vertex
splitting arguments to show that p0(z1, z2) is palindromic or antipalindromic, up to a
shift index. This implies the conjectured dimension 1 phenomenon for these surfaces.
As a corollary we obtain the topological stability of the generic modes of a 1-periodic
triangulated nanotube.
An infinite 2-periodic triangulated combinatorial surface in R3, considered as a bar-joint
framework, may also be viewed as a 2-periodic origami with edge-hinged rigid triangular
faces. Such origami, in the case planar structure graphs, as well as more general nontri-
angulated kirigami, were examined recently by Chen, Liu, Evans, Paulose, Cohen, Vitelli,
and Santangelo [2] from the point of view of the analysis of the spectrum of mechanical
modes, or rigid unit modes (RUMs). This can be seen as part of a more general endeavour
in theoretical physics to understand modes, elasticity and phonons in critically coordi-
nated lattices. See for example Dove et al [4], Kane and Lubensky [5], Lubensky et al [6],
Stenull et al [10] and Wegner [11].
We give here a proof that the RUM spectrum of a generic 2-periodic bar-joint framework
O with planar triangulated structure graph is determined by the zero set of a real-valued
continuous function on the 2-torus T2. In particular this resolves a striking conjecture
given in [2] that the dimension of mechanical modes of O is typically equal to 1 rather
than 0. This fact is surprising since in the generic case there are no geometric symmetries
beyond the given periodicity, and the RUM dimension of general 2-periodic critically
coordinated bar-joint framework is expected to be equal to 0. Indeed the dimension here
is the algebraic variety dimension for the intersection of the unit 2-torus T2 with the zero
set V (pO) of a complex polynomial pO(z1, z2) with real coefficients. Also this intersection
is equal to the intersection of the sets
V (Re(pO)) ∩ T
2, V (Im(pO)) ∩ T
2
and each of these is part of a 1-dimensional curve.
It is known that the dimension 1 property for the RUM spectrum follows from the
conjecture in [2] that the origami polynomials pO(z) are palindromic. This means that, as
a function on the 2-torus, the complex conjugate pO(z1, z2) agrees with pO(z1, z2) up to a
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multiplicative multinomial factor zα = zα11 z
α2
2 . We prove that this is true if O is properly
generic. Moreover we show that in the general generic case, for which O may have linear
subframeworks, that pO(z) is either palindromic or antipalindromic.
The proof has two parts. The first part is a graph-theoretic reduction argument which
shows that O may be obtained from a base origami, with a single joint orbit, by a finite
sequence of periodic joint-splitting moves. The second part is a combinatorial algebraic
argument showing the preservation of a general palindrome property under the periodic
joint-splitting moves. This property means that pO(z) is either palindromic or antipalin-
dromic and we show that the latter case holds if and only if the quotient structure graph
GO has an odd number of loop edges.
The origami polynomial is a sparse determinant, that is, the determinant of a sparse
function matrix which in this case is determined by a building block motif for O. To
analyse such sparse determinants we introduce an indexing of the terms in the determinant
expansion with each term being indexed by an oriented 3-colouring of the underlying sparse
graph satisfying a coloured outdegree property. This indexing is used to make explicit the
effects of bar substitutions under joint splitting, and we expect this formalism to be useful
more generally.
The periodic joint-splitting moves correspond to natural vertex-splitting moves on the
quotient graph GO. Such quotient graphs, which in general are multi-graphs with loop
edges, are realisable on the topological torus in three dimensions, and joint-splitting derives
from natural vertex-splitting moves on GO which respect the facial structure. The local
planarity of the graphs G and GO is captured by local face graphs and diagrams, and we
refer to these diagrams to determine the possibilities for colouring extensions associated
with each type of joint-splitting move.
It follows from our arguments that the ”hidden symmetry” underlying the dimension
1 phenomenon discovered in [2] can be attributed to two factors, namely, (i) the fact
that all entries of the matrix function for the base origami are antipalindromic, and (ii)
the democratic way in which a periodic joint-splitting move changes the terms of the
determinant expansion which sum to the origami polynomial.
We obtain a similar lower dimensional result for the mechanical mode spectrum of a
properly generic triangulated 1-periodic cylindrical surface. This covers the setting of
1-periodic nanotubes N. In particular we see that the univariate nanotube polynomial
pN(z) has the palindrome property and so generic points of the spectrum depend stably
on perturbation of the (periodic) geometry of N.
The author is grateful to Bryan Chen for introducing him to the palindrome conjecture.
1. Building block motifs and polynomials.
A 2-periodic bar-joint framework in R3 is a bar-joint framework in R3 with two linearly
independent period vectors a1, a2, which we may assume to lie in the xy-plane. This means
that the set of joints and the set of bars are invariant under the group of translations
T = {Tk : k ∈ Z
2} where
Tk(x, y, z) = (x, y, z) + k1a1 + k2a2.
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We define a 2-periodic triangulated origami O to be a 2-periodic bar-joint framework
whose infinite underlying (structure) graph G is simple and is associated with a triangu-
lation of the plane. This is the genus zero case of a 2-periodic triangulated surface and
we shall confine attention here to this case. It follows that G has a set of facial 3-cycles
corresponding to the faces of O and each edge of G is incident to two faces. For our generic
considerations there is in fact no loss of generality in assuming that the xy-plane projec-
tion of a generic building block motif for O gives a planar graph, and so the projection of
O is identifiable with G.
An origami polynomial pO(z1, z2) for O is determined by a choice of a building block
motif M = (Fv, Fe) for the given period vectors, and is equal to the determinant of the
3n × 3n square matrix function ΦO(z1, z2) defined below, where n = |Fv| and 3n = |Fe|.
The motif notation here follows the formalism given in Owen and Power [8], Power [9] and
Badri et-al [1]. Thus the joints (resp. bars) of O are obtained from the translates of the
joints (resp. bars) in Fv (resp. Fe) under the action of T. As a bar-joint framework (G, p)
the joints of O appear in the periodic framework vector p = (pκ,k), where 1 ≤ κ ≤ n ranges
over the finite index set for the joints in Fv, and k ∈ Z
2. The edges of G correspond to
the bars of O and we have pκ,k = Tkpκ,0 for all k ∈ Z
2.
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Figure 1. A planar projection of a building block motif with orthogonal
period vectors.
The matrix function ΦO(z1, z2) may be directly specified in terms of a labelling of its
rows by the bars e1, . . . , em in Fe and by a labelling of triples of columns by the joints
v1, . . . , vn in Fv. The row for a bar e of Fe with endpoints pi,k, pj,l, with k, l ∈ Z
2, has at
most 6 nonzero entries and these appear in the 6 columns for the pair vi, vj. These columns
are labelled vi,x, vi,y, vi,z, vj,x, vj,y, vj,z. For i < j the row for e takes the the following form,
where p(e) is the bar vector pi,k − pj,l:
[ vi vj
e 0 · · · 0 p(e)z−k 0 · · · 0 −p(e)z−l 0 · · · 0
]
If i = j then the row takes the form
[ v
e 0 · · · 0 p(e)(z−k − z−l) 0 · · · 0
]
and is only determined up to sign. We say that in the case i = j the bar e is reflexive.
This matrix function is also known as the symbol function of O ([8]).
The origami polynomial associated with the motif is pO(z1, z2) = det ΦO(z1, z2). In fact
this polynomial is essentially uniquely determined by the choice of period vectors, rather
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than the motif M, the only ambiguity being a monomial multiplier ±zk = ±zk11 z
k2
2 . (See
[8].) The RUM spectrum Ω(O) is defined to be the zero set of pO(z1, z2) on the torus
T2. It may be interpreted, on the one hand, as the set of multi-phases of phase-periodic
infinitesimal flexes, or, on the other hand, as the set of reduced wave vectors of the zero
energy modes in the spectrum of phonon dispersion curves. A proof of this equivalence is
given in Power [9]. We remark that despite the dependence of the set Ω(O) on a choice of
motif, the term spectrum is appropriate in a technical sense since Ω(O) may be viewed as
the union of the Bohr spectra of almost periodic infinitesimal flexes [1].
From the point of view of a periodic bar-joint framework a periodic origami O is said to
be generic, or, more precisely, generic modulo periodicity, if, up to some translation, the
coordinates of the motif joints form an algebraically independent set. Thus, paradoxically
perhaps, a 2-periodic origami whose motif has a single joint and, necessarily, 3 coplanar
incident bars, is generic in this sense, despite being planar. Also, more generally, if M
contains a reflexive bar, then O contains a set of parallel linear subframeworks. We say
that an origami O is properly generic if it is generic and there are no reflexive bars in the
motif for O.
Example 1.1. Let O be a periodic origami, as above, whose motif has a joint set Fv
consisting of a single joint. Then O a referred to as a base origami. Suppose that the period
vectors are orthogonal unit vectors. Then we may assume that the joint is positioned at
the origin, and the bars of the motif have their other joints at (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1). The
matrix function for O is the function Φ(z) on the torus in C2 given by
Φ(z1, z2) =


v1,x v1,y v1,z
e1 1− z1 0 0
e2 0 1− z2 0
e3 1− z1z2 1− z1z2 0


It follows that the origami polynomial vanishes identically and the RUM spectrum consists
of the entire torus T2. This is true also for general base origami since these have similar
matrix functions.
It is convenient, for diagrammatic depictions, to assume that, as in Figure 1, the geom-
etry is such that M has a projection which is a planar graph. Let us say that a joint of a
bar in Fe which is not in Fv is a ghost joint. It is similarly convenience to assume that the
motif is chosen so that the ghost joints have one of the three forms pi,(1,0), pi,(0,1) or pi,(1,1).
1.1. Topological stability and palindrome properties. In the context of phonon
modes and surface phonons in condensed matter the suggestive term topologically protected
mode has been used to indicate that upon small periodic perturbation of the geometric
parameters the periodic perturbed structure possess a nearby mode with nearby spectral
point (wave vector). This is in contrast to the modes that may be present due to internal
symmetries and which therefore vanish upon almost all small perturbations. In the analysis
of topological insulators for example there is extensive literature concerned with identifying
such topological protectedness and the underlying reasons for it.
Similarly, it is of interest to determine the perturbationally stable mechanical modes in
a critically coordinated periodic bar-joint structure. One guarantee of such stability, in the
case of periodic bar-joint frameworks, is if it happens to be known that in a neighbourhood
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of the spectral point λ for the mode the spectrum is a (nonextremal) level curve of a real-
valued function. In this way the real-valued determination of the RUM spectrum underlies
the existence and persistence of modes under periodic perturbation.
We note that it is elementary to see that a palindromic polynomial p(z1, z2) with real
coefficients has a zero set on T2 which is locally determined as the zero set of a real-
valued continuous function. Indeed, p(z1, z2) = z
k1
1 z
k2
2 p(z1, z2) for some integers k1, k2,
by assumption, and so the function q(z1, z2) = z
k1/2
1 z
k2/2
2 p(z1, z2) is real-valued on T
2. A
similar argument holds in the antipalindromic case.
2. The main theorem
We now state the main theorem, define various terms, and outline the structure of the
proof.
Theorem 2.1. Let O be a generic 2-periodic triangulated origami. Then O has the palin-
drome property.
In fact we shall see that O has a stronger palindrome property associated with subde-
terminants of the matrix function ΦO(z). Also we show that pO(z) is palindromic, rather
than antipalindromic, if GO does not have an odd number of loop edges.
2
3 0
1
2 3
1
Figure 2. The face-respecting local action of a periodic joint-splitting move.
A periodic joint-splitting move, O→ O′, is a construction move which creates a generic
2-periodic triangulated origami O′, with the same period vectors as those of O, such that
the joints of O′ include the joints of O, together with a new joint orbit arising from a
face-respecting joint-splitting move for the joint v1 and two incident bars v1v2, v1v3. This
is indicated, in planar projected form, in Figure 3. In particular, we may define a motif
for O′ with F ′v = Fv ∪ {v0} and |F
′
e| = |Fe|+ 3. Moreover F
′
e is obtained by adding 3 new
bars incident to v0, namely v0v1, v0v2, v0v3, and by replacing a consecutive set of bars v1vj ,
between v1v2 and v1v3, by the carried bars v0vj.
The proof of the theorem depends on the following two parts, the first of which depends
on a construction scheme for triangulated torus graphs, as defined below. The second part
of the proof requires an analysis of the effect of joint splitting on the origami polynomial.
Part 1. Every generic 2-periodic origami is constructible from a base origami by a
sequence of periodic joint-splitting moves.
Part 2. The strong palindromic property, defined in Section 5, is preserved by joint-
splitting moves.
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We make use of the quotient graph GO of O endowed with an inherited facial structure.
This is the quotient of the structure graph G of O with respect to the natural graph
automorphisms induced by translation by the periodicity vectors. We may also define it
as follows.
The quotient graph GM = (V,E) of M is the multi-graph with vertex set V equal to Fv,
as a set, and where E is obtained from Fe by identifying the joints of bars in Fe with their
unique representatives in Fv. Thus GM is a multi-graph in the sense of having multiple
edges and loops. Also GM inherits a facial structure from G in the following sense. The
faces of O are the edge 3-cycles {e, f, g} given by the unordered triples of bars bordering
the triangular faces (or panels) of the bar-joint framework O. The faces of GM are defined
to be the corresponding edge triples. Note however that whereas the faces of O have
distinct triples of joints there may be faces of GM whose edges have coincident vertices.
For examples, the base origami have a quotient graph with a single vertex, 3 edges and 2
faces. The graph GM is independent of the choice of motif and coincides with GO.
It is evident that GM is realisable as a graph on the torus with edges represented by
smooth curves which do not overlap. To see this one need only construct the torus as the
(opposite sides) identification space of the parallelogram defined by the 2-period vectors.
In these representations the torus is equal to the closure of the union of connected (open)
regions of the torus that are interior to embedded facial 3-cycles of edges.
The quotient graphs so defined are referred to as triangulated torus graphs. However,
recall that we assume throughout that the structure graph G is a simple graph. It follows
that G is 3-connected and it follows from this that GM is 3-connected.
We thus have the following elementary categorical correspondence.
There is a bijection between 3-connected triangulated torus graphs, defined as identifica-
tion graphs, and the structure graphs of the periodic triangulated origami O.
In considering the construction of periodic origami by joint splitting moves, it is helpful
to consider face diagrams which give a planar depiction of the faces of GM that are incident
to v1, or a depiction of the faces incident to v0, v1 in GM′ , as in Figure 3 for example. Figure
4 indicates that we may also view the joint-splitting move as the result of bar substitutions
which derives M′ from M.
If there is no loop edge with vertex v1 then we may formally define the face graph for
vertex v1 to be the planar graph determined by the faces that are incident to v. If on the
other hand v1 supports one or several loop edges then the incidence of faces to the vertex
v1 can be indicated on an identification space for the torus, or part of the torus.
Figure 5 indicates a vertex splitting move on the base quotient graph which has two
faces, one of which is labelled. Figure 6 indicates the results of two vertex splitting moves
for a vertex on a loop edge (in the left hand diagram). In the middle diagram the (vertical)
loop edge becomes a carried edge (which is not a loop). In the rightmost diagram the loop
edge plays the role of one of the split edges and remains in GM′ .
It is straightforward to see that in general it is possible for a vertex-splitting move to
increase the number of loops by 1.
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Figure 3. Face graphs for the vertex v1 in GM, and for the vertices v1, v0 in GM′ .
2
3
0
1
2 3
1
Figure 4. Joint splitting as bar substitutions.
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
F1
v0
Figure 5. A torus representation of a vertex-splitting move on the base
quotient graph.
F1 F2
F1 F2
Figure 6. Two vertex-splitting moves on a loop edge.
3. Inductive construction
Lemma 3.1. Every generic 2-periodic triangulated origami is constructible from a base
origami by a sequence of periodic joint-splitting moves.
Proof. The periodic joint-splitting move provides a natural vertex-splitting move GM →
GM′ at the level of quotient graphs. In view of the discussions above it suffices that to
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show that if the 3-connected triangulated torus graph GM′ has more than one vertex then
it is the result of a vertex-splitting move on a 3-connected triangulated torus graph.
Let v1, v2 be distinct adjacent vertices of GM′ and let F1 = {v1v2, e, f} and F2 =
{v1v2, g, h} be the two faces of GM′ that are incident to the edge v1v2. Consider the trian-
gulated torus graph H defined by the operation of edge contraction on GM′ for the edge
v1v2. If there are no properly triangulated 3-cycles of edges of the form C = {vv1, v1v2, v2v}
then it follows that H is 3-connected.
It remains to consider the case that there does exists an obstacle C to the contraction
of v1v2. Such an edge cycle is indicated in Figure 7.
v1
v
e
f
g
h
v2
Figure 7. A 3-cycle obstruction C = {vv1, v1v2, v2v}.
However in this case the graph formed by the triangulation of vv1v2 corresponds to a
3-connected triangulation of a sphere. For such triangulations it is well known that there
exists an interior edge (one other than v1v2, v1v5, v2v5) which contracts to yield a simple
graph which is also a 3-connected triangulation of the sphere or which is a 3-cycle. (See
the appendix of [3] for example.) It follows that the contraction of this edge in GM gives
a 3-connected graph K which is the quotient graph of a periodic origami, as required. 
The same argument shows that every properly generic periodic origami is obtained by
joint splitting from one which has a motif containing four joints.
Lemma 3.2. Every properly generic 2-periodic origami is constructible from a properly
generic origami with |Fv| = 4 by a sequence of periodic joint-splitting moves.
It is a simple matter to enumerate the four-jointed motifs of the lemma. We remark
that, on the other hand, it is a more complicated issue to identify the uncontractible
triangulations of the torus which are strict triangulations in the sense that there are no
2-cycles or loop edges. For this, see Lawrencenko [7].
4. Oriented colourings and joint splitting
We now introduce a key tool for understanding how the origami polynomial changes
under joint-splitting moves, namely the indexing of the terms in the expansion of the
determinant of ΦO(z) by oriented colourings of the edges of GO.
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4.1. Oriented colourings and determinants. Recall that a nonreflexive bar e in Fe
with endpoints joints pi,k, pj,l, for the vertex classes vi, vj in Fv and k, l ∈ Z
2, determines
the entry (pi,k−pj,l)xz
−k in the column labelled vi,x and the entry (pj,l−pi,k)xz
−l in column
for vj,x. We view the act of choosing one of these two entries as assigning a direction to
the bar e, or, equivalently, to its edge in GM) and assigning the label x, or an associated
colour to indicate the coordinate choice. Specifically we view the choice of the vi,x entry
as assigning the directed edge vivj , with vi as source joint, and the choice of the second
vj,x entry as assigning the directed edge vjvi with vj as source.
If, on the other hand, e is a reflexive bar, with i = j, with a corresponding loop edge
in GM, then we view the choice of the entry in column vi,x as assigning the label x to e.
Also we view e as a directed edge, so that it contributes to the outdegree of v.
Definition 4.1. An oriented colouring µ of Fe (resp. GM) is a choice of directions for
the bars (resp. edges) and an assignment of labels from the list {x, y, z}, or from the
corresponding colour list {blue, red, black}, such that the outdegree of each joint (resp.
edge) is 3, with no repeated labels.
We next relate oriented colourings of Fe to terms in the expansion of the determinant
of Φ(z) = ΦO(z).
Note that an oriented colouring µ determines, and is determined by, a choice for each
row of Φ(z) of one of the defined entries of that row in such a way that there are no
repeated column choices. Expanding det Φ(z) in terms of bijections pi between the set of
m rows and the set of m = 3n columns, we have
det Φ(z) =
∑
pi:E→Fv×{x,y,z}
(−1)sgnpiΦ(z)e1,pi(e1) · · ·Φ(z)em,pi(em)
Noting the sparsity of the matrix function Φ(z) we may omit various zero terms in this
sum of (3n)! terms to obtain a sum indexed over the oriented colourings of Fe. Thus
det Φ(z) =
∑
µ∈C
Xµ
where C is the set of oriented colourings and where Xµ is the signed 3n-fold product of
entries of Φ(z) associated with µ.
If O is properly generic, meaning that M has no reflexive bars, then each term Xµ is
a nonzero scalar multiple of a monomial zδ with δ ∈ Z2. (With our assumption on M
the indices δ1, δ2 are in fact nonpositive integers.) We define the monomial degree of the
oriented colouring µ to be δ(µ) = δ in this case. In general however Xµ is a signed scalar
multiple of a polynomial, in z1, z2 with integral coefficients.
4.2. Local oriented colouring extension. By a local oriented colouring λ1 for a vertex
v1 of GM we mean a directing and colouring of the edges that have incidence with the
vertex v1 and which is induced by restricting an oriented colouring µ. We write λ1 ⊂ µ to
indicate this relationship.
In Figure 3 we have indicated local oriented colourings for a vertex-splitting move on a
vertex v1 relative to the incident edges v2v1, v3v1. Also we assume that v1 is not on a loop
edge of GM. Although the joints of F
′
v should be labelled differently from those of Fv we
find it convenient not to do so in view of the evident correspondence. The left hand part
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of Figure 8 indicates a local oriented colouring λ1 for v1, with the three inwardly directed
bars to v1 unlabelled. There are exactly three outwardly directed edges from v1 with
distinct colours, or labels x, y, z, as indicated. Although the µ-inward directed bars in the
figure do not have an indicated colour/label their colouring is implied by the µ-colouring
of the bars that are not incident to v1.
In general there are a number of separate types of local oriented colouring depending
on the disposition of the three outward bars at v1 relative to the edges v1v2, v1v3 of the
joint-splitting move. We identify these various types below. We also identify the ways
in which an oriented colouring µ may be extended to an oriented colouring µ′ of GM′ by
assigning colours to the new edges and the carried edges. We shall see that in all cases
there are 3 edges that may be coloured freely, and so in all cases there are 6 oriented
colouring extensions µ′ of µ.
2 3
0
x
yz
x
y
z
1 1
4 4
a
b
c2
3
5 5
Figure 8. An oriented colouring extension.
In left hand diagram of Figure 8, for example, which we call type (a), the oriented
colouring directions of µ is such that two of these outward edges, namely those for v1v2
and v1v3, are edges to be split. The other outward edge is a fixed edge representaing
a fixed bar for the associated joint-splitting move. The right hand diagram in Figure 8
indicates a local colouring extension µ′ in which the 3 new edges, v0v1, v0v2, v0v3 may be
freely coloured, or labelled a, b, c, to satisfy the outdegree condition, while the carried bars,
which are directed inwards, must inherit their direction and labelling.
In Figure 9 we give face graph indications of the four other possible types of local
oriented colourings (modulo reflected cases) that are possible, under the assumption, once
again, that v1 is not on a loop edge. In these diagrams we have not indicated further inward
edges to v1 which may be present. We call these types (b), (c), (d) and (e), respectively.
Case (b), for example, indicates that µ has the three outward edges from v1 strictly to one
side of the two bars to be split. In case (d) there are two outward edges on one side and
none on the other, and so on.
Since we are concerned with generic periodic origami frameworks it should be clear that
there are no further types that we need consider (when v1 does not lie on a loop edge). For
example, if the 3 outward directed edges from v1 are identified as carried edges, so that at
the level of the move O→ O′ the corresponding bars are carried bars, then the framework
O′ is an alternative generic realisation of the framework obtained by a joint-splitting move
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of type (b). In particular the origami polynomials share the property of being palindromic,
or antipalindromic, or neither of these.
Figure 9. Types (b), (c), (d), (e) of outward edge triples.
For types (d), (e), in which there are outward directed edges from v1 on both side of the
split edges, we see that in contrast to the (a), (b) and (c) types, the freely colourable edges
are given by 2 new edges and a carried edge (rather than the edge V0v1).
x
y
z
x
z
y
a
b
c
Figure 10. Type (d) joint splitting and oriented colouring extension.
We now summarise the construction of oriented colouring extensions µ′ of µ for all types
of µ when v1 does not lie on a loop edge.
Step (I). The colour and direction of the edges of GM determine the µ
′ colour and
direction for the following edges in GM′ :
(i) The fixed edges v1vj in GM′ (those that are not new edges or carried edges) are
µ′-coloured and directed as their corresponding edges in GM.
(ii) The carried edges vjv0 in GM′ are µ
′-coloured and directed as their corresponding
edges vjv1 in GM if those bars have vj as as a source with respect to µ.
(iii) If µ is of type (d) or (e) then the edge v1v0 in GM′ is µ
′-directed with v1 as source
and coloured according to the µ-colour of the remaining carried edge v1vk in M.
Step (II). The remaining 3 edges of GM′ (which are v0v2, v0v3 and either v0v1 or v0vk)
are coloured freely with three distinct colours and directed with v0 as source.
It follows that the set C′ of all oriented colourings for GM′ is equal to the set of extension
colourings µ′. Moreover the latter set is partitioned into disjoint sets according to their
associated colouring µ.
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In an exactly similar way one can identify the local oriented colouring extensions in the
case of joint splitting for a joint on a reflexive bar. The local planar face diagrams now
take a different form, with cut faces and identification lines as in Figure 6. Nevertheless
the joint-splitting move is a local face-respecting move, with carried bars, fixed bars and
3 new bars, and the colouring extensions are given as before.
Example 4.2. Consider first the vertex-splitting move on the base quotient graph given in
the earlier face diagram in Figure 5. In terms of bar substitutions at the level of the motif
the joint-splitting moveM→M′ corresponds to the replacement of a single reflexive bar by
4 bars which are coincident at the new joint v0. There are 6 terms Xµ each of which is zero
since one of the reflexive bars is coloured black (labelled z). Thus the origami polynomial
is zero, as we have seen. Let µ′ be an oriented colouring of µ where the two remaining
reflexive bars are coloured blue and red (by µ and µ′). These coloured and directed bars
provide together a palindromic factor to Xµ′ while the remaining bars provide monomial
factors. Thus Xµ′ is palindromic. Moreover the shift index is independent of the various
extensions µ′ and also independent of the two red-blue choices for the two reflexive bars.
It follows that pO′(z) is palindromic.
One can similarly examine a joint-splitting move such as that indicated in Figure 11.
Reassigning the M, M′ notation above, this move (M → M′) leaves a single reflexive
bar in M′. Once again the move is effected by replacement of a single reflexive bar by
4 nonreflexive bars, as before. The substitutions in this case lead to an antipalindromic
origami polynomial.
e
e
′
e
′
Figure 11. Vertex splitting on GM leaving a single loop edge in GM′ .
5. Part 2 of the proof
Recall once again that the determinant det ΦO(z) is expanded as the sum of terms Xµ
each of which is a scalar multiple of a product of factors of the form z−11 , z
−1
2 , z
−1
1 z
−1
2 , (1−
z−11 ), (1−z
−1
2 ) and (1−z
−1
1 z
−1
2 ). We write pol(µ) for this product and note that it is either
palindromic or antipalindromic, in the sense of Definition 5.1
In the light of the previous section it is now straightforward to identify the various
changes
Xµ → Xµ′
for a joint splitting move M→M′. The term Xµ is a signed product of 3n matrix entries
of ΦO(z). For an oriented colouring extension µ
′ of µ we derive Xµ′ from Xµ by noting the
local bar substitutions associated with the joint-splitting move. In all cases the product
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Xµ′ is obtained from the product Xµ by Steps I and II above, which, more informally,
amount to
(i) replacing the terms for bars that are to be ”carried”, by the terms of the carried bars
(with their possibly new µ′ colouring),
(ii) including 3 new multiplicative factors corresponding to the new bars, and
(iii) making the appropriate permutation sign change.
Definition 5.1. A polynomial p(z) in the commuting variables z1, z2, z
−1
1 , z
−1
2 is palin-
dromic (resp. antipalindromic) if p(z) = zαp(z) (resp. p(z) = −zαp(z)) for some mono-
mial zα, α ∈ Z2. The index α is the shift index for p(z).
Note that these notions also extend to rational functions in the variables.
Let λ be a local oriented colouring for the joint v in Fv and let
Xλ =
∑
µ:λ⊂µ
Xµ
Definition 5.2. Let O be a generic periodic origami and let v be a joint of M. Then
(i) O has the local palindrome property at v if there is a multi-index α = (α1, α2) and a
choice c ∈ {1,−1}such that Xλ = czαXλ for every local oriented colouring λ for v.
(ii) O has the strong palindrome property if O has the local palindrome property at v for
every joint.
Since pO(z) is the sum of the polynomials X
λ over all the local oriented colourings
of v it follows that property (i) implies that the origami polynomial is palindromic or
antipalindromic.
Lemma 5.3. Let O be a generic periodic origami and let O → O′ be a periodic joint-
splitting move. If O has the strong palindrome property then so does O′.
Proof. Suppose first that the joint-splitting move is with respect to a joint which does not
lie on a reflexive bar.
Fix µ and λ1 with λ1 ⊂ µ a local oriented colouring for the joint v1. Let µ
′ be an oriented
colouring extension of µ. There are 6 such extensions µ′i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, associated with the
colour choices for the 3 freely colourable bars indicated in Step (II) of the previous section.
A specific colour choice, say the ith, provides an oriented colouring choice, which we shall
denote λ′1,0,i, for the set of bars in M
′ that have v0 or v1 as an end joint.
Since the bars in M incident to the joint v0 are also not reflexive bars it follows that
the the polynomial factor pol(µ′i) of Xµ′ is equal to the product of pol(µ) and a fixed
monomial factor which is independent of i. Thus
Xµ′i = diXµ
where di is a scalar multiple of a monomial whose monomial degree β ∈ Z
2 is independent
of i. The scalar factor in di depends on i according to the colouring of the bars of M and
M′ that feature in the bar substitution associated with the joint-splitting move. Thus we
obtain ∑
µ′:λ′
1,0,i⊂µ
′
Xµ′ = di
∑
λ1⊂µ
Xµ
.
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We now use these equalities and the strong palindrome property for O to deduce the
strong palindrome property for O′.
Let λ′1,j be the local oriented colouring of M
′ induced by restricting λ′1,0,j to the bars
with v1 as an end joint. For types (a), (b), (c) there are 2 values of i for which λ
′
1,0,i
restricts to a λ′1,j . This is because in each case the bar with joints v0, v1 is one of the freely
colourable bars. For types (d), (e) on the other hand there are 6 values of i. In the case
of a 2 values type we have
Xλ
′
1,j =
∑
i=i1,i2

 ∑
µ′:λ′
1,0,i⊂µ
′
Xµ′


= (di1 + di2)
∑
µ:λ1⊂µ
Xµ
= (di1 + di2)X
λ1
Since di1, di2 are multiples of a single monomial, z
β say, it follows that Xλ
′
1,j is palin-
dromic with combined shift index α + β. This argument also holds for µ of type (a), (b)
or (c), the only difference being that there are 6 factors d1, . . . , d6.
To see that the local palindrome property holds at v0 the argument is similar. Note first
that for all types (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), if µ′ and µ′′ are both extensions of µ, and if µ′ and
µ′′ agree on the bars with v0 as an end joint, then µ
′ = µ′′. Let λ′0,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 6, denote the
restrictions of µ′ to the bars with v0 as an end joint. We have
Xλ
′
0,j =
∑
µ′:λ′
1,0,j⊂µ
′
Xµ′
= djX
λ1
and the local palindrome property at v0 follows.
For joints of F ′v, other than v1, v0, it similarly follows that the local palindromic property
holds.
Suppose now that v1 lies on a reflexive bar. Then the argument above applies with the
following routine changes. The factors di are now scalar multiples of a rational function
qi(z), which is independent of i, and we have pol(µ
′) = qi(z) pol(µ). Once again, qi(z) is
either palindromic or antipalindromic, as is pol(µ′). 
6. 1-periodic triangulated cylindrical surfaces
We consider now an infinite 1-periodic triangulated surface in R3, considered once more
as a bar-joint framework N = (H, pH), in the setting where the structure graph H is
simple and is associated with a triangulation of the infinite cylinder R × S1. We refer
these frameworks as triangulated nanotubes, even though their girth may be large. The
methodology for the determination of the RUM spectrum in T closely follows that in
Section 1 except that there is now one periodicity vector a1 with translation group
(x, y, z)→ (x, y, z) + ka1, k ∈ Z,
and the symbol function is a univariate function matrix, ΦN(z1).
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One can obtain palindromicity properties for the generic univariate nanotube polynomial
as a corollary to Theorem 2.1. Indeed, note that there is a nongeneric 2-periodic origami
O = (G, p) that can be viewed as being wrapped onto N while respecting 1-periodicity
and bar incidence. Here G is a natural covering graph for H and one may identify the
respective quotient graphs HN and GO. It follows readily that
ΦN(z1) = ΦO(z1, 1), pN(z1) = pO(z1, 1)
If N has an even number of linear subframeworks then HN has an even number of loop
edges (and conversely). Thus GO has an even number of loop edges and so by the analysis
in Section 5 pO(z1, z2) is palindromic. Thus pN(z1) is palindromic.
Theorem 6.1. Let N be a generic 1-periodic triangulated nanotube and let r be the number
of linear subframeworks (or loop edges in the quotient structure graph). Then the univariate
nanotube polynomial pN(z1) is palindromic if r is even and is antipalindromic if r is odd.
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